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A Rapidly Escalating Demand
A C A D E M I C  L I B R A R I E S  A N D  T H E  B I R T H  O F  B L A C K 

S T U D I E S  P R O G R A M S

Steven A. Knowlton  
Princeton University Library 

ABSTRACT: In the late 1960s, many universities created Black Studies programs in response 
to student demands. Because of the rapidity with which Black Studies became a discipline 
on campus, academic libraries faced challenges related to building collections and provid-
ing services for students when little time was available to plan for the changes. Within the 
context of political debates of the day, both within and outside of library administration, 
the responses of academic libraries to student demands leaned toward supporting a “liberal” 
vision of Black studies as an academic discipline similar to other disciplines, and away from 
supporting a “radical” vision of Black studies as a means of community empowerment.  
This article examines the responses of four academic libraries—at New York University, 
Rutgers University, Princeton University, and the University of Pennsylvania—to the 
advent of Black Studies on their campuses between 1966 and 1971.

KEYWORDS: academic libraries, Black studies, African American studies, New York,  
New Jersey, Pennsylvania, 1960s, African American students 

Introduction and Historiographical Review

Throughout the academic year of 1968–69, a multiracial group of radical stu-
dents led a campus strike at San Francisco State College, presenting “non-ne-
gotiable demands” for the creation of a Black studies department, to be led by 
Black faculty members with open admissions to all Black students interested in 
attending, and free from oversight by university administrators. Among their 
targets was the library: at various times protesters barged into reading rooms 
and pushed students out of their seats, set fires in restrooms, broke windows, 
called in bomb threats, left “stink bombs” (small vials of noxious-smelling 
and nauseating liquid) in the stacks, exploded small fireworks in the library, 
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damaged the card catalog, and relocated books.1 When the strike was settled, 
a Black studies program was instituted, and from the shores of Lake Merced 
the technique of direct action against universities to demand Black studies 
programs spread to campuses around the nation.

Libraries were by no means the most common locus of protest activities, 
but they certainly were the site of some. In just the academic year 1968–69, 
there were several direct-action events in campus libraries, involving mass 
checkouts of books, occupation of reading rooms, and pushing of library 
materials onto the floor.2

The year 1969 saw a peak in activism among African American college 
students aimed at reforming higher education, but the protests remained an 
important part of campus life into the early 1970s and have continued to the 
present day. Demonstrations took many forms, from occupation of campus 
buildings, to strikes and boycotts, to arson and threats of violence—and the 
demands of protesting students were varied, from increased enrollment of 
African American students and hiring of more African American faculty to 
community participation in campus expansion planning. One of the most 
lasting reforms on many campuses has been the creation of formal programs 
of African American studies, which was often called Black studies in the par-
lance of the day. These programs were often put into place within months of 
the protests.

Calls for improved library services for African American students were 
sometimes found among the list of demands presented by protesting students. 
In the context of the creation of new academic programs, many academic 
librarians faced what Jessie Carney Smith noted was “a rapidly escalating 
demand for . . . black studies and for supportive library collections.”3 This 
study examines four East Coast universities, three private and one public: 
Rutgers, the State University of New Jersey (which operates campuses in New 
Brunswick, Newark, and Camden); Princeton University; the University of 
Pennsylvania (Penn); and New York University (NYU).

The protests of 1968–1972 came in the context of remarkably swift change 
for college-age African Americans. Between 1960 and 1970 the number of 
African Americans enrolled in college nearly doubled, and most of the growth 
came through African American students matriculating into universities which 
previously had been almost entirely white.4 At the same time, in the broader 
African American youth culture, the political movement for Black Power and 
the social movement for Black cultural pride were supplanting the integra-
tionist efforts that had culminated in the 1964 Civil Rights Act and the 1965 
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Voting Rights Act. Wayne Glasker suggests that African American students, 
motivated in part by these ideologies and in part by the estranging experience 
of, often for the first time, being immersed in a white cultural milieu, sought 
the means by which they could affirm their cultural affinity while obtaining 
the benefits of a college education on a culturally white campus.5 Black studies 
was one way of achieving this goal.

Fabio Rojas calls Black studies “the movement that became an institu-
tion,” and the almost instantaneous (by academic standards) creation of Black 
studies programs shows that they were often put in place not due to consid-
ered deliberation by university administrators, but rather in response to the 
demands of students; some administrators were no doubt simply seeking to 
contain disruption, while others were genuinely convinced by the arguments 
of student protesters of the need for Black studies.6

Although there were numerous campus protests throughout the 1960s, the 
largest wave of demonstrations by Black students on majority-white campuses 
was triggered by the assassination of Martin Luther King on April 4, 1968. 
Although he had become a figure of waning influence over African American 
students, his death was nonetheless a shock. Rather than viewing it as the act 
of a depraved individual, many African Americans perceived it to “symbolize 
the intransigence and totality of white racism,” as William Exum wrote.7 In 
addition to leading to riots in over 100 American cities, the murder of King 
also spurred student activists to demand changes on campus.

The movement for Black studies came at a time when the academy in gen-
eral was seized by tensions between a hard-won mid-century liberal consensus 
about the aims and governance of universities, and radical agitation against 
liberal policies in favor of identity-based affiliation, student control of campus 
governance, and alignment with leftist economic and social aims. Librarians 
manifested the same tensions in their public statements and policy decisions; 
the great question of the day, which was writ small in the decisions made 
around library services for Black studies, was which ideology would prevail.

The demands for Black studies were seldom couched in terms of adding 
an additional interdisciplinary department to the existing university struc-
ture. Rather, they called for creating a department controlled by Black people 
to study the condition of Black people in order to equip graduates to serve 
their communities. This was a deviation from the universities’ (only recently 
adopted) standards that all qualified students should be able to pursue any pro-
gram of study, and universities often resisted the most radical racial- affiliation 
aspects of the demands.
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The radical–liberal tension is evident in the discussion of library services for 
Black studies. Advocates of Black studies, such as John Mack, wrote to explain 
what was wanted: “The answer is simple—control. . . . How can you have a 
black studies library without black people making decisions about what is rel-
evant?”8 On the other side, liberals white and Black maintained that librarians 
of good will and responsibility could use library collections to bridge racial 
divides in the service of individual improvement. William S. Dix, head librar-
ian of Princeton University, spoke for many in his 1969 inaugural address as 
president of the American Library Association: “What are you and I as librar-
ians going to do to . . . prevent the drift further toward two societies, Black 
and white, separate but unequal? . . . The real action lies in the approach to 
understanding, and understanding is our business.”9

For library historians, this topic is also of interest because it positions the 
library within the debate between a liberal vision of equality of access and 
opportunity and a radical vision of Black control over higher education for 
Black students (and, as a corollary, Black control over information resources 
about and for Black people). The resolution of those tensions both reflected 
contemporary library practices and shaped their future operations. The debate 
also highlighted differences within the academic library community between 
those who advocated for librarians to seize the initiative of proactive librar-
ianship for social change, and those who viewed the library as an agent of 
its university, which was therefore beholden to the dictates of university 
administrators.

The historiography appropriate to this study focuses on the very questions 
of liberalism versus Black power, and the agency of academic librarians. While 
this work appears to be the first to focus on academic libraries addressing Black  
studies, numerous scholars have examined the Black studies movement, and 
others have explored the history of academic libraries.

Anthony Orum wrote a very early history of the movement while it was 
still happening (1972) and observed that the liberal orientation of elite white 
campuses made them susceptible to change through protest as their ideals 
were challenged, while conservative campuses were more willing to engage 
in tactics that shut down protest before it became effective.10 Ibram Kendi 
(writing as Ibram Rogers) offers a comprehensive look at the Black campus 
movement, and finds that while Black student activists did not succeed in 
bringing about a revolution in the organization of higher education, they 
did “rewrite the racial constitution” of the academy, placing students of color 
in a permanent position of a group whose interests must be considered by 
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administrators; in this sense, he argues that the classical liberal position came 
to a compromise with advocates of racial identity politics.11 Noliwe Rooks 
argues that the philanthropic support of Black studies programs by the liberal 
Ford Foundation had the effect of orienting the curricula and structures of 
such programs toward a liberal point of view, with the unintended conse-
quence that many of the Black students now entering elite universities are 
first- and second-generation descendants of recent immigrants from Africa or 
the Caribbean, rather than the descendants of enslaved Americans who origi-
nally instigated the creation of the programs.12 Fabio Rojas, using sociological 
methods, found that the institutional longevity of Black studies programs was 
related to the extent to which the curricula and governance of the programs 
conformed to traditional academic expectations; the most radical programs 
were the least likely to endure.13

More local studies exist as well. In Stefan Bradley’s work on the Black cam-
pus movement in the Ivy League, he emphasizes that the tension between 
liberalism and radicalism can also be seen in the context of the failure of lib-
eral institutions to make their campuses as welcoming for Black students as 
they were for whites; Bradley sees the successful demands for Black studies as 
an adaptive response of liberalism to observed shortcomings.14 In his study 
of Penn, Wayne Glasker characterizes Black students’ perception of the lib-
eral project as one of “assimilation,” which would rob students of important 
aspects of their identity; the revolt against assimilation was, in part, a defense 
of self-identity and therefore another corrective to the misguided assumptions 
of liberal university administrators.15 William Exum’s study of NYU high-
lights the paradoxes of the Black campus movement, in that the liberal atmo-
sphere emphasizing individual freedom of thought and action was moved to 
reform through collective behavior.16

Historians of academic libraries have examined the relationship of libraries 
to their larger institutions. Orvin Lee Shiflett finds that librarians have, gen-
erally, expressed attitudes that mirrored those of university administrators. It 
was largely during the emergence of the mid-century liberal consensus in the 
academy that libraries embraced freedom of inquiry as a core principle, and 
libraries remained an apparatus of the university, having “neither power nor 
dignity” of their own.17 Arthur Hamlin, however, focuses on the emergence of 
librarians as actors with agency due to the development of a bureaucracy that 
provided layers of insulation between top university administrators and library 
directors. In matters of technology, collection development, and service mod-
els, librarians were largely free to develop as they saw fit, as long as the faculty 
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remained satisfied; however, Hamlin recognizes that pressures from university 
administrators did influence decision-making within academic libraries.18

An examination of the mid-1960s state of library services will show how 
academic libraries were positioned to respond to demands for more materials 
on Black studies, and a consideration of the rhetoric used by student protest-
ers will demonstrate the role that libraries played in the scholarly aspirations 
of African American students. The decisions made by campus administrators 
around demands for library services, and the librarians’ own reactions to such 
decisions, can also shed light on the campus environment in which Black 
studies was being established.

Libraries’ Growing Support for Black Studies, pre–1969

However African American students viewed their academic libraries, there is 
no doubt that those libraries were making efforts to collect materials relevant 
to Black studies, but starting from a level that would be considered appallingly 
low in 2018. For perspective, an assessment of Penn’s Black studies collection 
in 1970 found that its 2,500 titles were “extensive.”19

Even before the 1960s a number of institutions had specialized collections 
in African American materials, such as the James Weldon Johnson Memorial 
Collection at Yale University, and some nonacademic research libraries such 
as the Schomburg Collection of the New York Public Library and the Library 
of Congress had built similar collections. Nonetheless, many academic librar-
ies were “caught napping” (in the words of Jessie Carney Smith) when the 
demand for Black studies materials was made by protesting students.20 For 
example, it was not until the student strike at San Francisco State, librarian 
Barbara Anderson reported, that her colleagues developed a strategy of “antic-
ipating problems and pressures” by making note of growing interest in Black 
studies materials and ordering them before formal demands were issued.21

There was tremendous growth in the publishing of materials about African 
American topics from the early 1960s, and concomitant growth in the atten-
tion librarians paid to this sector of the book market. Librarians seized the 
opportunity to begin offering bibliographies to aid users in finding African 
American materials. Bibliographic Survey: The Negro in Print began as a serial 
in 1965, while important single-volume works The Negro in America and 
The Negro in the United States emerged in 1965 and 1966. A facsimile of the 
Schomburg Collection’s catalog was published in 1962, and the book-selection 
guide Choice began regularly featuring lengthy articles on African American 
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materials in 1967.22 These works, aimed at white librarians, supplemented reg-
ular reviews published in the NAACP’s Crisis magazine, and the serial Index to 
Periodicals by and about Negroes, published since 1946 for audiences of primar-
ily African American librarians.

One of the most notable aspects of the growth in the supply of Black stud-
ies books was the explosion of the facsimile reprint market. Starting in 1968 
with the Arno Press forty-four-title series on The American Negro: His History 
and Literature, thousands of out-of-print works were photographed for offset 
printing, and sold in large sets to libraries. Mainstream publishers entered the 
market as well, with companies such as Random House and Time-Life pub-
lishing anthologies of African American writers.23

The reader will note that, while librarians were actively organizing infor-
mation about Black history and culture from the early 1960s, the mainstream 
publishing world did not aggressively enter the market until 1968. The unrest 
of 1967 and 1968 proved a shock to many liberal whites who had thought 
that the breakthrough legislation of 1964 and 1965 would prove a turning 
point in race relations. But as African American librarian E. J. Josey (who later 
founded the Black Caucus of the American Library Association and was the 
first Black man to serve as president of the ALA) noted, “The millennium did 
not come after the passage of [civil rights laws]. Actually, life in the ghetto is 
just about the same.”24 Autumn Womack notes that the first Arno Press col-
lection, which was published with the subvention of the New York Times, was 
“a carefully and strategically constructed archive” designed to show that the 
establishment recognized the claims of Black people to a place in American 
history—and to perhaps extend the appeal of liberalism during a time when 
Black Power radicalism was waxing.25

There was also some dissent even from the liberal approach to collection 
building for readers interested in Black studies. Librarianship, after all, encom-
passed many conservatives as well as liberals; as late as 1962 there was debate 
over whether segregated branches of the American Library Association should 
be allowed to affiliate with the national organization.26 A typical response is 
from Eli Oboler, who wrote, “I can’t understand why libraries, mainly run by 
rather sober and responsible people, should become so panic-stricken because 
they don’t have enough books on Black studies to support the course, or infor-
mation about the Black minority, when they also certainly lack books on a 
great many other vital topics.”27

Princeton University stands as an example of a library proactively assem-
bling a collection of Black studies material from the mid-1960s. By 1966 
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increasing enrollment of African American students, accompanied by an 
increase in research on Black studies topics, led University Librarian William 
Dix to conclude that additional resources would be needed to improve the 
African American collection. While monographic holdings covered about 
90 percent of titles listed in standard bibliographies, primary source collec-
tions were lacking.28 Grants from charitable foundations, along with regular 
library funds, were gathered to provide $32,250 (around $251,000 in 2019 
dollars) for collection building between 1966 and 1969. Purchases included 
newspapers and clipping files in microfilm, bibliographies, and ephem-
eral material for vertical files. A part-time curator of the “American Negro 
Project,” Ann Slevin, was appointed, dividing her time with reference duties. 
The material was originally housed in the main Firestone Library near the 
reference desk. Following the “regularization” of the collection, a budget line 
was added for Black studies materials, and by 1969 the university could boast 
that its “resources in the area of Negro history and culture are rich and will 
be getting richer.”29

Penn also enlarged its collection even before the formal establishment of 
its Afro-American studies program. In 1971 the director of libraries noted that 
“in recent years, we have increased our coverage of Afro-American materials 
to keep pace with the interest and with the steadily increasing output” and 
that “we have not had to limit our purchases in Afro subjects for lack of funds, 
although we do try to be selective and exercise prudence.”30

Student and Faculty Demands for Library Support of Black Studies

However, few libraries have the resources of Princeton, and students elsewhere 
called for changes in library support for Black studies. In most cases, these 
demands were acceded to much more readily than were other demands—per-
haps reflecting either confidence in the library’s ability to absorb changes in 
collection development priorities, or else an unthinking assumption that the 
library had room in its budget. Libraries were also urged to think beyond print 
material and to include audiovisual resources.31

While student demands for Black librarians to serve their communities were 
not often given support by administrators, Black librarians themselves testified 
to the need for such personnel. James Wright noted that “those working in the 
black community must clearly understand what the black community means 
by community control and black power, they must have an understanding of 
black culture, and the total plight of the black man in America.”32
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In a brief moment of solidarity after King’s assassination, the  majority-white 
Rutgers College Student Council urged “the Rutgers College Library 
Committee and the University Librarian to insure that ethnically diverse peri-
odicals and publications are purchased and circulated.”33 Later that month, 
the Black Organization of Students at the Newark campus demanded “greater 
variety of literature of contemporary Black Authors in the University Library 
and Book Store.”34 When reiterating their demands, the Newark students 
were more expansive:

Our . . . proposal is that the John Cotton Dana Library establish a 
separate reading room that would contain books and other materials 
written by and dealing with Black people. At present, our library has 
a marked deficiency in the aforementioned material. With a growing 
awareness of Black contributions to the American society, it would 
appear that Rutgers–Newark would deem it imperative that this situ-
ation is rectified.35

In response, the Board of Governors suggested that a committee, consisting of 
faculty and Black and white students, should be “set up to select the books and 
periodicals.”36 There is no evidence that any library staff were consulted about 
the feasibility of adding more titles to the collection. In February of 1969 
Black students at the Camden campus issued their own list of demands—and 
two involved the library: “we demand that the new library addition be named 
after Brother Paul Robeson,” and “we demand that a black section be set aside 
in the now existing University Library and name it after Dr. Ulysses Wiggins. 
Composition: books; filmstrips; records; tapes; periodicals.”37 Wiggins was 
the president of the Camden chapter of the NAACP from 1941 to 1966, and 
Robeson was a graduate of Rutgers who achieved international renown as a 
singer and actor while pursuing activism on behalf of African American civil 
rights; during the 1950s his career was practically ended when the Department 
of State revoked his passport for alleged “Communist sympathies.” These 
demands were referred to the college librarian and the Building Names 
Committee.38

In some cases, it was not students who demanded improved collections, 
but rather the faculty who were responding to calls for a more inclusive curric-
ulum. At NYU, student response to the death of King took the form of a pro-
posal to the University Senate to create a Black Studies Institute; the Senate 
approved on April 11, but called for a committee to guide its establishment.39 
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When that committee met in December 1968, one of its priorities was the 
establishment of a library within the institute. Members noted that the Black 
studies collection in the main library “right now is in very bad condition” and 
felt that an independent library could be of benefit beyond NYU because 
“there was no place in this nation where someone who wanted to do research 
in depth . . . could find the material and work.” (The Schomburg Collection 
did not offer enough breadth of topical coverage.)40 A library remained a 
priority as planning for the institute proceeded: in March 1969 committee 
members broadened their vision to include archives of prominent African 
American organizations.41 Administrative temperance, however, moderated 
these ambitions, as the president of NYU suggested that, since the university 
was building a new library, “could not the library arm of the institute actually 
be housed in the Bobst Library?”42

When the formal proposal for the Institute for Afro-American Affairs was 
complete, it included the institute serving as “a setting for the development 
of archives and library facilities”; the library would “allow for serious inter-
disciplinary study in depth of black men and their experience in Western 
Civilization.”43 A curator and an assistant curator were thought to be suffi-
cient staff to perform these functions:

1. Establish relationship with Schomburg Collection;
2. Acquire books and manuscripts on [topics of African American 

history];
3. Build library collections on [topics in worldwide Black Studies];
4. Archives [including realia and memorabilia].

A film library and an audiotape library were also proposed as part of the 
institute, and the total expense for all library functions was budgeted at 
$100,000 per year.44

Princeton initiated its Afro-American Studies program not in response 
to demands from students, but rather because administrator Carl Fields, the 
first African American to serve as a dean anywhere in the Ivy League, sought 
“to provide an opportunity for coordinated study of the history, culture, and 
current situation of [African Americans]” that would “not be intellectually 
isolated,” but built “out of existing courses in several departments.”45 Among 
the “prime needs” identified by the committee coordinating the establishment 
of the department was “a building up of library materials, especially primary 
sources.”46 While the library had been focused on collecting African American 
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materials, the global nature of the curriculum led the university librarian to 
concede that it was

necessary for the Library to expand its collections on the countries of 
Sub-Saharan Africa so that they may support, at least in certain fields, 
fairly intensive research. The older materials are perhaps reasonably 
obtainable in one form or another, but unfortunately the primary 
sources for the new African countries are difficult to obtain and their 
cost will be high in staff time in relation to their actual purchase price.47

Administrative and Library Responses to Demands

As the historiography of the Black studies movement indicates, there was ten-
sion on campus as responses to student demands were formulated. In many 
cases, libraries attempted to adapt their collections and services in ways that 
responded to the radical demands for African American–centered library 
spaces. In others, traditional methods of librarianship along the liberal model 
were expanded to encompass more African American materials. Many well- 
intentioned efforts were constrained by limited resources. And some libraries 
quite simply took the conservative line and rejected the demands as inappro-
priate for an academic library.

Acceding to Radical Demands

Several libraries saw fit to set aside separate study spaces for Black studies 
materials; none were reserved exclusively for the use of African American 
students, but the space was one in which students could be surrounded by 
evidence of African American achievement and be likely to encounter other 
students interested in the same topics.

In 1969 a separate reading room for African American studies was estab-
lished on the third floor of Princeton’s Firestone Library; it housed a “core col-
lection of reference books, current periodicals, newspapers, [printed] library 
catalogs, and a circulating collection of 3,000 books.”48 Slevin helped stu-
dents find materials scattered throughout the general collection by preparing 
a  216-page typed guide to “Holdings on the Afro-American.”49

Dix had no objection to the collection being housed in a separate room, as 
collections for other programs were: “Whenever possible we have tried to find 
a small separate room where a core collection of reference books and special 
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reserves can be kept for each of these programs. It helps give the programs a 
sense of visibility, a sense of use.” However, he did note the challenge that “we 
are not at all clear yet here as to what the literature of Afro-American studies 
is or ought to be.”50

In February 1969 the Rutgers–Camden campus librarian discussed with 
colleagues from other universities the demand for a separate section of the 
library for Black studies materials. He was concerned that “separating out 
materials often leads to their not being used.”51 After some months, the Library 
Committee of the Camden faculty reported favoring “the establishment of a 
Black Studies Collection to be named after . . . Wiggins.”52 Before the end of 
the year, the Wiggins collection of more than 2,000 titles, housed on the main 
floor of the library, was in place. In 1973 the librarian in charge reported that, 
contrary to expectations, “the collection is heavily used and, although there 
was some skepticism in the beginning about making a separate collection . . . 
we have found it to be more than advantageous.”53

Incorporating Black Studies Materials into the Main Collection

Less controversial within the libraries was the effort to increase holdings of 
African American materials through traditional acquisitions practices and 
through seeking expanded funding from outside sources such as the Ford 
Foundation. The connections between private universities and deep-pocketed 
donors in some cases made this effort more painless on those campuses than 
it was in public universities.

At Rutgers, a May 1968 press release noted that “the university library 
system has taken steps to increase its holdings in black literature and it will 
present exhibits and lectures . . . [in] the fall term.”54 The next year, shortly 
after the Camden demands were issued, Rutgers president Mason Gross wrote 
to student leaders that “the University agrees to acquire the library resources 
material pertaining to Black history and culture.”55 The faculty concurred but 
also noted “that a considerable and varied library collection in Black Studies 
has already been assembled.”56

While university administrators made commitments on behalf of the 
libraries, it fell to the librarians themselves to make the demanded changes, 
and they responded with varying levels of cooperativeness. It is not clear if 
the 1968 student council request was the impetus, but by late 1968 Rutgers 
libraries were active in the provision of information for Black studies. For 
example, Albert Blaustein compiled a documentary history of Civil Rights and 
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the American Negro, and the Rutgers Library also sponsored a talk on Afro-
American history by Dorothy Porter, director of the library now known as the 
Moorland–Spingarn Research Center at Howard University.57

The same year, the Ford Foundation offered a joint grant to Rutgers, 
Princeton, and Lincoln University, a historically Black institution in Oxford, 
Pennsylvania, to develop cooperative Afro-American Studies programs. 
“Exchange of materials” from each library was included in the planning, as 
were funds for new acquisitions at each university.58

Rutgers librarians conscientiously spent their Ford Foundation grant 
money. Among the purchases made from these funds were microfilmed 
journals including Negro Digest, Freedomways, Phylon, and an index to the 
Schomburg Collection. Faculty teaching Black studies courses were solicited 
for ideas about new purchases. Faculty voices were given great weight because 
“Black studies is now being glutted with a lot of mediocre and irrelevant mate-
rials and we should be selective.”59

Further south, in February 1969, a group of African American student 
activists at Penn joined with their white counterparts to occupy the admin-
istration building for six days. They objected to the university expanding 
into neighboring communities without giving something back to African 
American residents.60 Over the next two years no fewer than five committees 
considered the form a Black studies program should take. Although students 
had not included library materials in their lists of demands, the report of 
the Wilf Committee in March 1969 recommended “equipping libraries of 
black literature, black music and other source materials.”61 Within a month, 
unnamed parties had solicited gifts from alumni to establish a fund “to start 
such a library in Black studies.”62

At Penn in the summer of 1969, the director of libraries, Warren Haas, 
reported that “the library has bought anything with intellectual content . . . 
which roughly translated into buying any books that came to the library’s 
attention.” As well, Haas noted the library’s willingness to field suggestions 
not only for new titles but for additional copies of works already held. The 
Black Studies Program began operations in the academic year 1971–72, with 
the provost pledging “library funds allocated . . . [over] several years.”63 In 
1973 the library applied for and was awarded a federal grant of $5,000 “to  
strengthen its collection in black studies.”64 At Penn, book selection was “done 
by members of the library staff as well as interested faculty and students,” who 
were encouraged to select works in broader fields that were useful to Black 
studies.65
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Coping with Institutional Constraints
In some cases administrators and librarians professed a desire to expand ser-
vice for Black studies but ran into institutional constraints of personnel and 
budget. The record does not distinguish between genuine inability to comply 
with mandates and refusal camouflaged as bureaucratic difficulties.

As seen in earlier exchanges, Rutgers administrators seemed to take for 
granted the library’s ability to meet the demands of students. However, the 
easy promises of campus administrators to increase library holdings in Afro-
American materials ran into the hard fact that at Rutgers “the increase in staff 
has not kept pace with the increase in the book fund for several years” and 
a new commitment on the part of the library would not be welcome.66 The 
university librarian, Roy Kidman, reported,

The gap between demands being made on this Library and the resources 
given it, is so great that it is gradually becoming impossible to function 
in a responsible way. . . . It appears there is no operating mechanism 
for rational consideration of and setting of priorities for academic pro-
grams. . . . In the worst of circumstances it appears that Library support 
is being used as a method for making programs legitimate.67

In 1971 Kidman resigned, citing the fact that the administration had brought 
into question “the extent to which professionals in the library are being per-
mitted to establish priorities for the system,” although the immediate dispute 
was over staffing levels, not collection development.68

At NYU the Institute of Afro-American Affairs went into operation in the 
fall of 1969 without any librarians or archivists on staff. The first year’s budget 
for the entire institute was only $112,000—when the library alone had been 
planned for $100,000. Instead, $3,000 was budgeted to hire library consul-
tants for twenty days at $150 per day.69 It was settled that “the most exten-
sive library in the United States about Afro-Americans” would be “housed in 
the new Bobst Library . . . and have a prominent place in the development 
of that library facility.”70 Despite these challenges, by October institute staff 
had begun negotiations with civil rights lawyers Samuel Pierce and Constance 
Baker Motley about their archives and acquired audiotapes of speeches by 
Malcolm X and begun to transcribe them, along with applying for a Ford 
Foundation grant.71

The Institute continued to work with library staff in 1970, reporting that 
they initiated discussions on including their envisioned library within Bobst 
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and made plans to develop lists of titles to be acquired.72 Discussions between 
institute staff and Dean of Libraries George Stone become “more intensive” in 
1971 as the opening of Bobst approached.73

Financial support for the institute’s library plans never materialized. The 
Ford Foundation grant provided less than a third of the money applied for, 
and none of it went to library activities or materials.74 By 1972 firm plans for 
the institute’s role in the library were agreed upon. Rather than an indepen-
dent library, there would be an Afro-American Room in Bobst Library, which 
would contain “among other things such as magazines and paintings, a file of 
all the Afro-American material in the Library.” The institute would contrib-
ute its own collection. Library officials said that “the cataloguing system of 
the Library” prevented the gathering of all the Afro-American books in one 
room.75

The library administrators, on the other hand, did not evidence prioritiza-
tion of Afro-American titles. In a planning study conducted in 1972, no note 
is made of the Afro-American Room.76 By 1973 the institute had accepted the 
incorporation of the “Institute’s library into the overall University library,” 
although the delayed opening of Bobst Library meant that “this particular 
phase of the Institute’s program has not proceeded as rapidly as expected.” 
Furthermore, institute staffers were independently preparing bibliographies 
and lists of reading materials in response to research queries and had assem-
bled a library of “basic research material” in its offices.77 The envisioned great-
est library in the world for Afro-American studies had become a study room 
that was not even comprehensive of NYU’s own collection.

While none of the campuses studied in this article saw demands for African 
American librarians to serve Black studies collections, it is clear from other lit-
erature of the time that most protesters saw hiring them as desirable. However, 
the limited number of African Americans with master’s degrees or other cre-
dentials created a bottleneck in the supply of librarians available to work in 
university libraries—and the liberal position of providing equality of treat-
ment, including equality of expectations for librarians, led to the hiring of 
white librarians for the field of Black studies, or folding Black studies into 
the duties of already-hired librarians. For example, lists of African American 
employees at Penn from around 1973 and 1975 show only two library employ-
ees in each year, and each of them was employed in a general capacity, such 
as reference or circulation.78 Nationally, as late as 1977, fewer than 40 per-
cent of academic libraries had a staffer with dedicated duties involving Black 
studies materials.79 And the writings of librarians at the time indicate that 
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it was often white librarians who were dealing with the new demands for 
Black studies materials. Amy Doherty, reflecting on the writings of students 
demanding Black studies programs, noted that while “such words may make 
white America uncomfortable, it is imperative that we really listen to and 
understand what is being said. Only then can we go on to create an environ-
ment that can be mutually hospitable for both blacks and whites.”80

Conservative Responses

As well as taking the form of perhaps legitimate budgetary or administrative 
shortfalls, some refusals of student demands were simply stated by librari-
ans who felt that currently offered services were sufficient. In response to the 
Camden students’ demand that “the community be granted access to existing 
University facilities,” Dean Ernest Lynton noted that “the entire South Jersey 
Community is presently granted reading room use in the College Library.”81

At Penn, Haas “firmly rejected” the creation of a seminar room on several 
grounds. He valued the dispersal of interdisciplinary works among the titles 
in the stacks; he held that seminar rooms were reserved for graduate curricula, 
and their collation of basic research materials was useful only in fields for 
which all researchers use a common set of sources—and Black studies was 
not such a field; and a bibliography and acquisition list being prepared for 
the fall semester to be distributed at the reference desk would serve the needs 
of Black studies students as well as a seminar room. And he also objected to 
establishing an audiovisual resource center; he believed that the expensive 
equipment would “quickly be either stolen or vandalized.”82 (However, under 
a new director, in 1975 the library established a seminar room in the main 
library.)83

The Legacy of Early Efforts to Support Black Studies in Academic 
Libraries

Looking back at the period between 1968 and 1972 may provide a sobering 
view of the library’s place in the mental world of students agitating for change 
and administrators responding to them. While many Black student protests 
had certain demands they shared, library reform was by no means a com-
mon priority. And in the face of demands for library collections or services, 
administrators seldom saw fit to defend the work their librarians had already 
done, but rather chose to quickly promise changes on library-related issues. 
Nonetheless, the value of library collections to the academic mission of new 
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Black studies programs is clear through the insistence of faculty that library 
support form part of the implementation of new curricula.

The effect of the library on students’ perceptions of the university is mixed. 
There is often silence in the historical record, but in 1999 the Princeton Program 
in African-American Studies compiled brief statements from its alumni. Of 
the dozens of entries, only two mention the library, but both use favorable 
terms: “I loved studying in the library, looking for rare and old books, making 
notes, thinking about what was written, putting them into my own words.” 
And, “The African American reading room in Firestone became the intellec-
tual home I needed. The resources of the library proved to be invaluable.”84

At every phase of the creation of Black studies programs in the four uni-
versities under discussion, we see that librarians, through personal inclina-
tion or in response to institutional mandates, often made sincere efforts to 
meet the student demands for Black studies materials. However, the efforts 
were made with a professional understanding grounded in mid-century lib-
eral ideals that informed librarianship. Materials were purchased and ser-
vices were expanded, but all within the libraries’ pre-existing policies and 
approaches, which emphasized individual responsibility and initiative. And 
where demands were not met, it was largely on the grounds that the demands 
conflicted with existing policy. Such policy, or budgetary and personnel con-
straints, often served as a convenient reason to resist making the changes that 
were demanded. And, while it is difficult to determine from extant documen-
tation, it does not appear that any of the libraries in this study hired African 
American librarians specifically to serve as selectors or reference librarians in 
the field of Black studies. The radicalization of the campus stopped at the 
library door.

Reflecting on the historiography of the Black studies movement, one finds 
that the trends identified in studies of the larger movement are reflected in 
libraries’ responses to it. Just as, in Rogers’s observation, the movement forced 
universities to make accommodations for the interests of African American 
students, libraries also have maintained and grown their collections for Black 
studies. However, just as the universities channeled the demands for Black 
studies programs into traditional academic structures, so also libraries have 
largely supported Black studies by assigning collecting and research duties to 
existing personnel. Similar arrangements may still be observed in most aca-
demic libraries. Whether this reflects Shiflett’s contention that libraries are 
creatures of the university administration, or Hamlin’s notion that librari-
ans are motivated to keep faculty satisfied, is a judgment that requires more 
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evidence than is available in this study. Both models can account for the liberal 
mindset prevailing as academic libraries responded to demands for support of 
Black studies.

There is some correlation between the financial situation of a library and 
its willingness to accommodate Black studies programs. In part this may be an 
example of a virtuous cycle in which well-resourced institutions had the ability 
to invest in personnel and infrastructure, which in turn allowed them to make 
the case that philanthropies should support programs likely to succeed; librar-
ies that were strapped for resources had little capacity to create such growth 
opportunities. In other cases, however, institutional conservatism about ideas 
such as separate reading rooms and audiovisual materials overrode concerns 
about meeting the expressly stated desires of students.

There are many reasons that African American studies programs across the 
United States now take the form that they do, and that few of them resem-
ble the radically open, community-oriented programs envisioned in 1968 and 
1969. Much more powerful forces than the library shaped them in the liberal 
image of the academy. But to the extent that libraries had a role, the prevailing 
liberal ethos of academic librarianship, which can be seen to have been exer-
cised mostly in good conscience by the librarians of four East Coast univer-
sities under trying circumstances, was certainly a pressure that countervailed 
against the radical demands of the student protesters.

STEVEN A. KNOWLTON is Librarian for History and African American Studies at 
Princeton University. His historical research has been published in Libraries: Culture, 
History, and Society as well as Tennessee Historical Quarterly, West Tennessee Historical 
Society Papers, and with University of Kentucky Press. His other research interests 
include librarianship for African American studies, vexillology (the study of flags), and 
creative methods of collection assessment. An earlier draft of his article in this volume 
was recognized with the Justin Winsor Library History Essay Prize for 2019.
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